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Abstract

Difficulties with social aspects of language are
among the hallmarks of autism spectrum disor-
der (ASD). These communication differences
are thought to contribute to the challenges that
adults with ASD experience when seeking em-
ployment, underscoring the need for interven-
tions that focus on improving areas of weakness
in pragmatic and social language. In this paper,
we describe a transformer-based framework for
identifying linguistic features associated with
social aspects of communication using a corpus
of conversations between adults with and with-
out ASD and neurotypical conversational part-
ners produced while engaging in collaborative
tasks. While our framework yields strong accu-
racy overall, performance is significantly worse
for the language of participants with ASD, sug-
gesting that they use a more diverse set of strate-
gies for some social linguistic functions. These
results, while showing promise for the devel-
opment of automated language analysis tools
to support targeted language interventions for
ASD, also reveal weaknesses in the ability of
large contextualized language models to model
neuroatypical language.

1 Introduction

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevel-
opmental disorder with an estimated global preva-
lence of 1 in 100 worldwide (Zeidan et al., 2022).
The majority of people diagnosed with ASD today
are verbal (Rose et al., 2016) and have average
or above average intellectual ability (Christensen
et al., 2016). Nevertheless, young adults with ASD
are employed at significantly lower rates than their
peers with other neurodevelopmental conditions,
including learning disabilities and intellectual dis-
ability (Shattuck et al., 2012).

Difficulty with social communication is one of
the diagnostic criteria for ASD (American Psychi-
atric Association, 2013) and is reported to be one of
the strongest contributors to negative professional

outcomes (Hurlbutt and Chalmers, 2004; Baldwin
et al., 2014). For this reason, language skills are
commonly targeted for intervention in individu-
als with ASD (Parsons et al., 2017), but it can be
difficult to identify specific areas in need of reme-
diation. Most prior work on quantifying pragmatic
deficits in ASD has relied on manual analysis of
speech transcripts (Loukusa et al., 2007; Paul et al.,
2009; Conlon et al., 2019), a process that is time
consuming and requires expertise.

In this paper, we use a spoken language corpus
collected specifically for training automatic sys-
tems to explore social communication and pragmat-
ics in ASD. The corpus consists of transcribed con-
versations between adults with and without ASD
as they engage with neurotypical interlocutors in
collaborative tasks designed to resemble workplace
activities. We review the careful manual process
of assigning pragmatic feature values and dialog
act labels to each utterance. Following recent prior
work on these features in other contexts, we pro-
pose a BERT-based framework (Devlin et al., 2019)
for automatically assigning these values and labels.

Although our models achieve higher accuracy
than previous neural and non-neural approaches to
these labeling tasks on this dataset, we observe that
models for some features show significantly weaker
performance on utterances produced by individuals
with ASD. An error analysis with logistic mixed-
effects regression reveals that these models fail to
recognize unusual or idiosyncratic strategies for
conveying certain social and pragmatic meanings.
Our results, while showing promise for the auto-
mated analysis of social communication in ASD,
point to an unsurprising but potentially problematic
bias in models trained primarily on news and web
data toward neurotypical language.

2 Background

Much of the prior work on extracting social com-
munication and discourse features from conversa-
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tions has focused on dialogue acts, yielding both
a large number of corpora and nearly as many
distinct annotation schemes (Stolcke et al., 2000;
McCowan et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2017; Bunt
et al., 2019). Conversational corpora, mostly writ-
ten, have also been manually annotated at the ut-
terance level for specific pragmatic features, in-
cluding politeness (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al.,
2013); uncertainty (Vincze, 2014; Farkas et al.,
2010); and informativeness, formality, and implica-
ture (Lahiri, 2015). Early work relied primarily on
bag-of-words models with statistical classifiers, but
recently transformer-based models have been used
with success for many of these tasks (Aljanaideh
et al., 2020; Hayati et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2020;
Żelasko et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2021). We follow
this prior work in our use of BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) for predicting feature labels.

While many recent studies have explored auto-
mated analysis of language in ASD, particularly in
children (Parish-Morris et al., 2016; Adams et al.,
2021; Salem et al., 2021), the most relevant to ours
is Yang et al. (2021), which introduced a corpus
of conversations between adults with and without
ASD and neurotypical conversational partners, par-
tially annotated for three pragmatic features. We
go beyond this work in three ways. First, we com-
plete the annotation and introduce a new feature,
dialog act (see Section 3.2), which has not been
studied previously in ASD language. Second, we
use BERT directly rather than using BERT embed-
dings for prediction. Lastly, we give a statistical
analysis of performance across diagnostic groups.

3 Data

3.1 Participants and tasks

The corpus used in the present study includes data
previously described in Yang et al. (2021), which
consists of conversations between neurotypical con-
versational partners (CPs) (n = 11) and adult
experimental participants (EPs) 18-30 years of
age with ASD (n = 16) and with typical develop-
ment (TD, n = 9). ASD EPs met the diagnostic
criteria for ASD on the Autism Diagnostic Observa-
tion Schedule (ADOS) (Lord et al., 2002). All EPs
and CPs were monolingual speakers of American
English, with no history of intellectual disability,
language impairment, or hearing difficulties.

Each EP engaged with a CP in two collaborative
discussion tasks. In the map task (Anderson et al.,
1991), the EP and the CP were each given a map of

the same area with slight differences in labels and
obstacles. The EP was tasked with giving verbal
directions to their CP to lead them to their marked
position on the map. In the island task (Klippel
et al., 1984), the EP and CP jointly viewed a set
of labeled pictures of various items and discussed
which items they would choose to bring to a de-
serted island. The conversations were transcribed
by a team of three undergraduate research assistants
yielding a total of 9433 utterances: 3091 produced
by EPs with ASD; 1846 by EPs with TD; 2842 by
CPs of ASD EPs; and 1654 by CPs of TD EPs.

The number of participants, while small, is quite
typical for work that involves manual analysis of
language in ASD, particularly for adults (Maw-
hood et al., 2000; Young et al., 2005; Parsons et al.,
2017). We additionally note that our methods are
applied to individual utterances rather than individ-
ual participants. The overall number of utterances
in our dataset is on par with that of many widely
used NLP datasets hand-labeled for similar features
(Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2013; Braley and
Murray, 2018; Wang et al., 2019), and the statisti-
cal analyses we employ are appropriate for the size
and distribution of our corpus.

3.2 Pragmatic feature annotation

The transcripts had previously been partially anno-
tated by trained undergraduates with dual majors
in Computer Science and either Linguistics or Psy-
chology for three ordinal features: politeness, un-
certainty, and informativeness (Yang et al., 2021).
In our work, we completed this annotation process
and introduced a new categorical feature, dialog
act. For the ordinal features, two annotators, from
a pool of four trained undergraduates double major-
ing in Computer Science and either Linguistics or
Psychology, assigned to each utterance a rating on
a three-point scale, achieving inter-annotator agree-
ment as measured by Krippendorf’s α (Artstein and
Poesio, 2008) of 0.7, 0.76, and 0.83 for politeness,
uncertainty, and informativeness, respectively. The
final score for each utterance was the mean of the
annotations for that feature. Example utterances
with their respective scores for each of these fea-
tures are shown in Table 1, and a brief overview of
the annotation guidelines is provided in Appendix
A. We refer the reader to Yang et al. (2021) for
further details.

For the new categorical feature, dialog act, the
annotator assigned to each utterance one from a
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Task Utterance Politeness Uncertainty Informativeness dialog act

Map Do you have a pond on your map? 2 2 2 request for information

Map Not at my area, no. 2 1 1 polar answer

Island I don’t care. 1 1 1 providing opinion

Island You’re on a deserted island. 2 1 2 providing information

Table 1: Examples of manual annotations for each task.

dialog act Description

Request for Information A request for factual information: do you have a pond on your map?
Providing Information Answering a request for information or providing factual information unprompted:

I don’t see that on my map
Request for Opinion A request for an opinion or suggestion: what do you think?
Providing Opinion Answering a request for opinion or providing an opinion unprompted:

I think we should have the pot
Polar Answer Answering a polar question: yeah, no, mm-hm
Command An utterance giving instruction or direction including indirect instruction:

and then could you go left?
Filler Filler words or phrases used to fill pauses in the conversation: hm, anyways, okay so
Backchannel An utterance that indicates the participant is listening and understanding:

okay, mm-hm, gotcha, sounds good
Nicety Utterances which primarily serve to express apology, gratitude, or to otherwise

maintain a pleasant conversation: sorry, I didn’t mean to cut you off, no you’re good
Comment An utterance that contains extraneous commentary on the task, such as narrating or explaining

the participant’s actions: So this is like Easy Street haha, How the heck do I say this?
Interjection Short exclamations or interjections such as ah, oops, yay, wow
Fragment Short abandoned or interrupted utterances that are too incomplete to classify

Table 2: Descriptions of the dialog acts used in the annotations.

set of 12 possible dialog acts chosen specifically
for the two tasks, which are illustrated in Table 2.
Two annotators first independently annotated 60%
of all utterances (α = 0.83). Disagreements were
then resolved via discussion. Finally, the remaining
utterances were annotated by one of the two anno-
tators and later reviewed by the other annotator.
More details are found in Appendix A.

4 Method

We remind the reader that the goal of this work is
not to identify features that distinguish typical de-
velopment from ASD, as in prior work on applying
NLP to language in autism (see Section 2). Instead,
we aim to exploit known effective approaches to
develop robust models for predicting linguistic fea-
tures tied to social and pragmatic aspects of com-
munication known to be impacted in ASD in order
to support targeted communication interventions.
Crucially, the models we develop must perform
similarly for individuals with and without autism.

We begin with three baseline classification mod-
els: majority class, where every sample is assigned
the most frequent label; stratified, where labels are
assigned randomly according to their distribution in

the training data; and random, where labels are as-
signed uniformly randomly from the set of possible
labels. Previous work (Yang et al., 2021) on a sub-
set of this dataset using a different cross-validation
strategy has shown that these baselines yield com-
petitive performance to bag-of-words models and
existing statistical models (Meyers et al., 2019)
trained on separate corpora of written texts for
these features.

We compare these baselines to neural models
trained with BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) using
MaChamp (van der Goot et al., 2021) and its
default parameters for classification tasks.1 We
did not explore statistical models here since neu-
ral models were shown to be substantially bet-
ter in Yang et al. (2021). To learn how models
might perform differently for participant groups
whose linguistic features are potentially atypical,
we measure model performance separately for each
speaker group: ASD EPs, TD EPs, CPs when in-
teracting with ASD EPs, and CPs when interacting
with TD EPs. Model performance was indexed
with raw accuracy and weighted F1 scores.

1Here we trained separate models for each feature; training
models on the combined features yielded very weak results.
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Features ASD TD CP (with ASD) CP (with TD)

Model F1 Acc. F1 Acc. F1 Acc. F1 Acc.

Politeness Majority 0.75 0.83 0.75 0.83 0.80 0.86 0.77 0.84
MaChamp 0.85 0.86 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.90

+ context MaChamp 0.85 0.86 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.90

Uncertainty Majority 0.48 0.63 0.48 0.63 0.49 0.63 0.57 0.70
MaChamp 0.74 0.76 0.75 0.76 0.76 0.77 0.78 0.79

+ context MaChamp 0.73 0.77 0.75 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.78 0.79

Information Majority 0.37 0.53 0.32 0.48 0.37 0.53 0.42 0.58
MaChamp 0.80 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.80 0.80 0.82 0.82

+ context MaChamp 0.80 0.80 0.81 0.82 0.80 0.82 0.83 0.83

Dialog Act Stratified 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.14
MaChamp 0.73 0.74 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.78 0.78 0.79

+ context MaChamp 0.75 0.73 0.79 0.78 0.80 0.78 0.80 0.80

Table 3: Comparison of F1 scores and accuracy across different groups of speakers given each feature, using
held-out transcript cross-validation; + context indicates that training input included the preceding utterance; “CP"
stands for conversational partner; we present only the result from the best baseline among the three.

Prior work has demonstrated that incorporating
contextual information (in this case, previous utter-
ances) is useful for predicting dialog act labels for
both human-human (Liu et al., 2017) and human-
chatbot (Khatri et al., 2018) interactions. To see
whether a similar approach will be effective in our
setting, we applied an evaluation scheme of held-
out transcript 2, where we iteratively held out the
data from one full transcript (i.e., the full conver-
sation between one EP and one CP) as the test set
and used the data from the remaining transcripts as
the training set. This allowed us to incorporate con-
textual information by embedding the preceding ut-
terance for feature prediction without enabling the
models to learn individual speaker characteristics.

5 Results
Table 3 shows, unsurprisingly, that neural models,
trained both with and without using the previous
utterance as context, consistently outperform base-
lines for all four features, particularly the more
challenging task of dialog act labeling.

To investigate whether adding contextual infor-
mation was helpful in feature prediction, we com-
pared for each feature the performance of the mod-
els with context to those without using logistic
mixed-effects regression. The dependent variable
was whether the feature value predicted by the
model matched the manually assigned value; the
fixed effect was the model (with or without the
context of the previous utterance); and participant
identity was included as a random intercept to con-
trol for repeated measurements of the same speaker.

2Held-out-speaker yielded comparable results.

Though the results revealed no significant differ-
ence for the three ordinal features, including con-
text appears to help improve model performance
for dialog act (β = 0.14, p < 0.001). All further
results presented will pertain to the models trained
with prior contextual information.

We now turn to the question of whether there are
differences in neural model performance on the ut-
terances of ASD vs. TD experimental participants
(EPs), as well as the utterances of conversational
partners (CPs) of EPs with ASD vs. CPs of EPs
with TD. Again, we applied logistic mixed-effects
regression. The regression structure was similar to
that described above, except that the group to which
the speaker of the utterance belongs was used as
the fixed effect (ASD EP vs. TD EP; or CP of ASD
vs. CP of TD). Without using speaker identity as a
random intercept, we found a significant effect of
speaker group for EPs (β = −0.31, z = −3.423,
p < 0.001) for politeness, which indicates that
model predictions for politeness are more accurate
for the TD group; we observed no such effect for
CP groups. For dialog acts, there was also signifi-
cant difference in accuracy between groups for EPs
(β = −0.38, z = −5.46, p < 0.001), indicating
that the models were more accurate for TD than
for ASD utterances; a similar but weaker pattern
was observed for CPs (β = −0.22, z = −2.93,
p < 0.01). No significant differences were ob-
served for uncertainty or informativeness. Run-
ning the same analysis using speaker identity as
a random intercept, the significant differences for
politeness and dialog acts are weaker but main-
tained for EPs (politeness: β = −0.32, z = −2.00,
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Task Utterance Feature Manual annotation Model prediction

Map Uh I don’t mean to have you turn the map
around it’s just kind of how I think Politeness 3 2

Island Oh yeah that’s right okay yeah that’s that’s smart Politeness 3 2

Map We’re going to go past the duck Dialog act Command Providing Information

Table 4: Examples of incorrectly classified ASD utterances.

p < 0.05; dialog acts: β = −0.32, z = −2.15,
p < 0.05), suggesting that the observed differences
in model accuracy may be driven by certain individ-
uals, a finding that aligns with prior observations
of heterogeneity in ASD language.

To qualitatively understand why our models
might be more accurate for TD utterances, we in-
spected some of the incorrect predictions for ASD
utterances. At times we observe similar unusual
communication features in multiple ASD subjects,
while other strategies appear to be idiosyncratic. Ta-
ble 4 shows a few examples of misclassified ASD
utterances. We observed many utterances like the
first in this table, in which the ASD EP struggles
to explain his reasoning, and many like the sec-
ond, in which ASD EP evaluates the quality of his
CP’s prior statement. These strategies tend to be
rare among TD EPs. In the third example, the EP
uses “we” to politely give commands, a choice that,
while easily recognized as a command-giving strat-
egy by our annotators, was unique to that EP and
was consistently misclassified.

6 Conclusions

Using a corpus of collaborative conversations be-
tween adults with and without ASD and their
neurotypical conversational partners, we outline
a framework for automatic identification of linguis-
tic features associated with social communication.
Although transformer-based models were able to
achieve strong performance overall, when compar-
ing results between diagnostic groups, we found
that models fall short on the language of partici-
pants with ASD, especially in cases of politeness
rating and dialog act labeling. This suggests that
as powerful as transformer models are in capturing
certain linguistic aspects of (written) data produced
by (presumably) neurotypical speakers (see Linzen
and Baroni (2021) for a review), they do not suf-
fice in characterizing language in ASD, a finding
that has broad implications for work applying these
models to any potentially atypical language.

7 Ethical Considerations

All work described here was carried out with the
approval of the Institutional Review Boards of
all of the participating institutions. In accordance
with our IRB protocol, we plan to release the
full set of annotations of the corpus to interested
researchers who can demonstrate completion
of their institution’s human subjects protection
training curriculum.
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A Appendix: Annotation guidelines

The politeness feature measures how well an ut-
terance contributes to a polite and non-demanding
dialogue, marked by agreeableness, positivity, and
willingness to compromise. An utterance with a
low politeness rating of 1 is given to utterances ex-
pressing negative comments or frustration (you’re
wrong, ugh I don’t know) and utterances which use
a more blunt way of phrasing commands (go back).
A high politeness rating of 3 is given to utterances
with niceties (e.g., thanks, sorry) or affirmative
words (wonderful, awesome) and indirect phrasing
of commands (if you could make a turn).

The uncertainty feature measures the amount
of uncertainty expressed about the correctness or
legitimacy of the utterance. An utterance with a
low uncertainty rating of 1 shows no uncertainty
at all, or contains only a few filler words. A rating
of 2 indicates some hesitation. It is given to po-
lar questions, either-or questions, short abandoned
utterances, and utterances containing many filler
words (um, uh) or hedge phrases (I guess). An ut-
terance with high uncertainty (rating of 3) has open
questions (what do you see?) or expresses explicit
uncertainty or confusion (I have no idea).
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The informativeness feature is defined as a
measure for the overall information content and
specificity of an utterance. Utterances provide no
information, contain only polar answers (yes, no)
or vague words with low specificity (that thing,
over there) are given a low informativeness rating
of 1. For the map task, a rating of 2 is given to
utterances that contain words for general objects
and do not specify a specific location on the map
(another path), while a high informativeness rating
of 3 is given to utterances which contain proper
nouns or labels or descriptions that point specific
location on the map (near the red pandas). In
the island task, a rating of 2 is given to utterances
which contain only a short phrase indicating the

item (I want the fishing pole), and a rating of 3 is
given to utterances which contain multiple item
words or a longer explanation of the items (the
fishing pole is good for catching fish).

Rather than using one of the many existing (and
conflicting) sets of dialog acts, we devised a small
set specific to this dataset and commonly observed
characteristics of language in ASD. When assign-
ing dialog act labels, the annotators were instructed
to consider the surrounding utterances, in order to
fully capture the function of the utterance in the
larger conversation. A complete list of each dialog
act with a description and examples for each one
can be found in Table 2.


